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Video: The 2021 Worldwide Corona Crisis. “The
Worst Crisis in Modern History”

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky and Ariel Noyola Rodriguez
Global Research, January 15, 2022

Theme: Crimes against Humanity, Media
Disinformation, Police State & Civil Rights,

Science and Medicine

First released on February 22, 2021

We bring to the attention of our readers this Global Research Video documentary produced
by Ariel Noyola Rodriguez, featuring Prof. Michel Chossudovsky.

We are at the crossroads of one of the most serious crises in World history.

We are living history, yet our understanding of the sequence of events since January 2020
has been blurred.

Worldwide, people have been misled both by their governments and the media as to the
causes and devastating consequences of the Covid-19 “pandemic”. 

“Planet Lockdown” is an encroachment on civil liberties and the “Right to Life”.

click the bottom right hand corner to view in full screen
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Entire national economies are in jeopardy. In some countries martial law has been declared.

Small and medium sized capital are slated to be eliminated. Big capital prevails.

A massive concentration of corporate wealth is ongoing.

Its a diabolical “New World Order” in the making.

Red Zones,  the facemask,  social  distancing,  the closing down of  schools,  colleges and
universities,

no more family gatherings,  no birthday celebrations,  music,  the arts:  no more cultural
events,

sport events are suspended, no more funerals, no more weddings, “love and life” is banned
outright.
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About the author:

Michel Chossudovsky is an award-winning author,
Professor of Economics (emeritus) at the University of
Ottawa, Founder and Director of the Centre for
Research on Globalization (CRG), Montreal, Editor of
Global Research. He has taught as visiting professor in
Western Europe, Southeast Asia, the Pacific and Latin
America. He has served as economic adviser to
governments of developing countries and has acted as
a consultant for several international organizations. He
is the author of 13 books. He is a contributor to the
Encyclopaedia Britannica. His writings have been
published in more than twenty languages. In 2014, he
was awarded the Gold Medal for Merit of the Republic
of Serbia for his writings on NATO's war of aggression
against Yugoslavia. He can be reached at
crgeditor@yahoo.com
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